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Module One: Getting Started 

Welcome to the Facilitation Skills workshop. Facilitation is often 

referred to as the new cornerstone of management philosophy. 

With its focus on fairness and creating an easy decision making, 

facilitation can make any organization make better decisions. This 

workshop will give participants an understanding of what 

facilitation is all about, as well as some tools that they can use to 

facilitate small meetings.  

 

 

Workshop Objectives 

Research has consistently demonstrated that when clear goals are associated with 

learning, it occurs more easily and rapidly. With that in mind, let’s review our goals 

for today.  

At the end of this workshop, participants should be able to: 

• Define facilitation and identify its purpose and benefits. 

• Clarify the role and focus of a facilitator. 

• Differentiate between process and content in the context of a group discussion. 

• Provide tips in choosing and preparing for facilitation. 

• Identify a facilitator’s role when managing groups in each of Tuckman and Jensen’s stages of 

group development: forming, storming, norming, and performing. 

• Identify ways a facilitator can help a group reach a consensus: from encouraging participation to 

choosing a solution. 

• Provide guidelines in dealing with disruptions, dysfunctions, and difficult people in groups. 

• Define what interventions are, when they are appropriate, and how to implement them. 

Facilitative skills are increasingly becoming 

a core competency for leaders, consultants, 

and others who work with groups. 

Roger Schwarz 
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Pre-Assignment Review 

The purpose of the Pre-Assignment is to get you thinking about the facilitation 

skills that you are already using, and where they need to improve.  

As a pre-assignment, we asked everyone to recall the last time they had a group 

meeting. The group meeting can be at work, at church, at civic groups or even 

within the family. 

Think about the way the meeting was ran, the person (or people) who steered the 

discussion, and the tools and techniques used to engage the participants and accomplish all the 

meeting’s goals. 

The following guide questions can help this process: 

In your group: 

1. Did you feel that everyone’s contribution is welcome?  

o What are your indicators?  

o What did the facilitator (this maybe you) say or do to make the group feel welcome 

or unwelcome? 

2. Did you feel that the decisions your group made are reflective of everyone’s position, or at 

least the best compromise of everyone’s position? 

o What are your indicators?  

o What did the facilitator (this maybe you) say or do to make surface everyone’s point 

of view and incorporate it in the decision-making process? 

3. Which of these two do you think is prioritized more in your group: getting the tasks in the 

agenda accomplished, or making the most of the knowledge, creativity, and relationships in 

the group? What makes you say so? 
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Module Two: Understanding Facilitation 

Groups are powerful resources in any organization. When you tap 

into groups, you don’t just get the best of individual members, you 

also get the best of group interaction. The result is a more dynamic, 

creative and empowered team.   

To get the most of groups, you need facilitation skills. In this 

module, we will discuss what is facilitation, what is a facilitator and 

when is facilitation appropriate. 

 

 

What is Facilitation? 

Facilitation is a manner of handling group meetings in a way that takes the focus 

away from just one leader, and instead distributes leadership to all members of 

the group. There is premium on democracy, group involvement, and cooperation.  

The focus is not just on getting things done, but also in feeling good about it. 

Consultant Dave Sibbet defines facilitation as “the art of leading people through 

processes towards agreed-upon objectives in a manner that encourages participation, ownership, and 

creativity from all involved.” 

Facilitation is often contrasted with presentation, which is delivering information or decisions to a 

group.  Facilitation is group-centered while presentation is leader-centered. For this reason, facilitation 

is incompatible with an autocratic management style. 

Example of the difference between facilitation and presentation: 

FACILITATION: “How do you think the company can solve this problem? Does anyone have any ideas?” 

PRESENTATION: “This is how we will solve the problem…” 

 

Managers who fail to learn facilitation skills 

are getting buried. Their traditional “direct 

control” approach to managing just does not 

work when there is so much to do and so 

little time to do it 

Richard Weaver & John Farrell 
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What is a Facilitator? 

Group-centered meetings require an individual or individuals in the case 

of larger groups to manage the process. This person(s) is a facilitator. 

A facilitator is a person who helps groups to arrive at their objective by 

ensuring that everyone’s contribution is heard and the processes being 

used are both productive and empowering to all. Facilitators work 

primarily through leading and blocking techniques, basically directing 

traffic within a group discussion. Facilitation can also involve managing group member’s emotions, 

defusing tensions and encouraging team cohesiveness. In some cases, facilitators help in setting and 

revising meeting structure, and managing conflicts.  

To be effective, facilitators have to be neutral to the discussion, not partial to any members, and 

acceptable to everyone involved. They should not take a position in any of the issues raised, nor should 

they advocate a solution --- or attempt to directly solve the problem. Having an objective “third party” 

facilitator ensures that group members would feel safe about voicing out their opinions. 

Knowledge of group process and an appreciation of democratic management are pre-requisites to 

becoming an effective facilitator. Sensitivity and keen observation skills are also non-negotiable. 

 

When is Facilitation Appropriate? 

In general, facilitation has something positive to offer every group process, 

whether we’re talking about a working group or a recreational group. 

Facilitation is most appropriate: 

• When you want to encourage group motivation, commitment and 

confidence. A facilitated process is a great way to get employees 

engaged and empowered; it sends the message that all team members’ opinions, suggestions, 

and feelings are valued, and will at least be taken into consideration before making a decision. 

When a discussion is facilitated, group members can take pride in the results, because the bulk 

of the ideas came from them. 

More so, a facilitated process promotes ownership of a task or an issue among group members. 

Because results depend directly on the team members’ effort and performance, teams are more 

likely to invest in the process and carry a task through.  

• When you want to make the most of group knowledge, experience and diversity. Facilitation is 

ideal when you have people of different backgrounds, expertise and or work style, and you want 

to create something that integrates all these differences. For example, brainstorming sessions 

always work best if participants are from diverse disciplines. Facilitation can ensure that all 
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members have their say, and that cross-fertilization of ideas (members building on other 

members’ ideas) can happen.  

• When there is more than one answer to a question, or one side to a story. Facilitation is 

appropriate for discussion of issues that allow a healthy debate and multiple perspectives.  A 

discussion where the solution is clear from the very beginning, or where no other viable 

alternative exists, is not recommended for facilitations. Similarly, a conflict situation where only 

one position will be tolerated is not for facilitation. 

• When a person in power wants to just be a participant. Facilitation is recommended when a 

leader wants to level off with his members when discussing an issue. For example, a discussion 

on a sensitive policy change is best handled by a neutral facilitator; so that members don’t feel 

intimidated or threatened by their boss’ position, and boss’ can be guided in seeing things from 

their employees’ point of view. Facilitation is also advisable when a person in power wants a 

fresh perspective, and he’s worried that he’ll influence output if he leads the discussion. 

• When you want to learn about your group’s process, or challenge an inefficient process. 

Facilitation can be a way to identify roots of unproductive discussions, and teach alternative 

ways of tackling an issue. For example, meetings that often monopolized by one person can be 

restructured by simply adding a facilitator. Once that group experiences a facilitated discussion, 

they might be inclined to have more democratic meetings even after the facilitator leaves.  

• When there are psychological blocks that need to be addressed in an issue. A discussion might 

seem clear cut, with decisions final.  However if there are underlying tensions and reservations, 

calling in a facilitator will be a good idea. Facilitators are experts in not just managing what was 

said, but what was left unsaid as well. He or she can surface psychological blocks to an issue and 

bring it to discussion. 

Facilitation is least appropriate: 

• When discussing issues where the only solution is administrative adjudication. Some issues are 

not meant for discussion but for an executive decision, an example of this is the termination of 

an employee. Also, if two parties are at a stalemate and the only way to resolve the issue is for 

the leader to directly interfere and make a judgment call, then mediation is more appropriate 

than facilitation.  

• When the goal of a meeting is merely to inform a group. Facilitation is not recommended in 

situations when group members don’t have the information or sometimes authority, to get the 

task done. The same goes when group members are in no position to contribute to the issue for 

ethical or legal reasons. In these cases, information can only flow from the leader down to the 

members and not vice-versa. 

• When participants take turns in arriving at the meeting. Group-centered discussions require 

continuity, which is why it should only be appropriate to situations where all or a significant 
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number of group members are available for meeting at the same time. If a group is always 

changing members in the middle of a discussion, or only one “clique” or coalition in a group is 

present, it is difficult to conduct effective processes. 

• In crisis situations when quick decisions have to be made. Facilitated discussions take 

significantly more time than non-facilitated discussions, and arriving at a consensus is not always 

guaranteed. If quick decision-making and immediate action is required, facilitation is not 

recommended. 

 

Case Study 

Dave and Daniel fought to keep their eyes open. Nathan's constant barrage of information and 
commands shaved years off their lives. Dave and Daniel had given up the fight and begged for mercy. 
Nathan took notice and demanded an explanation. Dave yawned like a cat and wiped his tired eyes. 
Daniel stood up, wide-eyed and anxious to show Nathan the error in his ways. Daniel explained that a 
better approach required more than one cook in the kitchen. That piqued Nathan's curiosity. He'd never 
dreamed of such a thing. Daniel and Dave could see the wheels of change as they turned in Nathan's big 
head. They celebrated as Nathan decided they were right and gave them the floor. 
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Module Two: Review Questions 

1) Applying facilitation to group meetings requires: 

a) Focus on one group leader 

b) Focus on one or two group leaders 

c) Focus on several group members as leaders 

d) Considering each team member as a leader 

2) What would be the direct opposite of facilitation? 

a) Training meetings 

b) Presentation 

c) Brainstorming 

d) Report meetings 

3) Which of the following is not something that a facilitator applies? 

a) Blocking techniques 

b) Leading techniques 

c) Trick techniques 

d) Directing discussion 

4) What is the key for a good facilitator? 

a) Being neutral 

b) Supporting people with better ideas  

c) Being strict 

d) Having a readymade plan 

5) In which of these situations is facilitation not appropriate? 

a) When you want to encourage group motivation 

b) When there is more than one answer to a question 

c) When participants take turns in arriving at the meeting 

d) When a person in power wants to just be a participant 

6) Why is facilitation good for a group? 

a) It gets the maximum of each team member 

b) It makes people work better under the pressure 

c) It definitely results with a good outcome 

d) It gets the maximum of group’s knowledge 
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7) When it comes to workers who are not efficient, facilitation usually: 

a) Challenges them 

b) Makes them feel unpleasant 

c) Gives the unnecessary pressure 

d) Completely changes them 

8) Why is facilitation not recommended when it comes to urgent situations? 

a) Because it’s not effective enough 

b) Because it takes a lot of time 

c) Because usually doesn’t result productively 

d) Because the pressure is too high 

9) Which of the following makes a person most appropriate to be a facilitator? 

a) Good relations with the whole team 

b) Higher position than other team members 

c) More experience than the rest of the team 

d) Expertise in a certain field  

10) If a facilitator becomes less neutral, that makes them: 

a) No longer appropriate for a facilitator 

b) Team leader 

c) Team consultant 

d) Facilitator-consultant 
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Module Three: Process vs. Content 

Facilitators are process experts; they are as interested in the 

“how?” as much as the “what?” To produce quality output, you 

must arrive at it functionally.  In this module, we will discuss the 

difference between process and content, and which among the 

two should be a facilitator’s focus. 

 

 

 

 

About Process 

Process refers to the way a discussion is happening, independent of the subject 

matter or issue being talked about. Basically, process talks about how a group 

works together. It includes how members talk to each other, how they identify 

and solve problems, how they make decisions, and how they handle conflict. It 

takes into account group dynamics, non-verbal messages, and situational 

elements.  

Process elements include: 

• Meeting Flow. How does the meeting begin? How do they transition to another item in the 

agenda? Who keeps the ball rolling? Are there topic jumps? How does the meeting end? 

• Participation. How many people contribute to the discussion? What is the quality of their 

contribution? Are there highs, lows, and shifts in group participation? How are silent people 

treated?  

• Communication. How do group members communicate with one another? Is the verbal 

communication congruent with the non-verbal communication?  Who talks with whom? Who 

interrupts whom?  

• Roles. What roles do each member of the group play? Are these roles self-assigned or assigned 

by others? Are the roles productive? How do the members of the group respond to these roles? 

The new leader is a facilitator, not an order 

giver. 

John Naisbitt 
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• Power/ Influence. Who has high influence? Who can move the group into a particular action 

whether positive or negative? How do they exert this power? Is the group democratic, 

authoritarian, or permissive when it comes to discussions? Are there shifts in power/influence? 

Are there rivalries? Do there seem to be coalitions and alliances? 

• Problem-Solving Process. Is the problem stated in clear workable terms? Does it seem clear to 

everyone what the issue is? How does the group arrive at solution? Is this method acceptable 

and fair to all members? 

• Decision-Making Process. How are the best interests of all participants represented in the 

decision making process? Are there self-authorized decision-makers? Does the group arrive at a 

consensus? Is the way of deciding acceptable to all members of the group? How are people who 

disagree with the majority treated? 

• Group Atmosphere. What is the general feeling in the group? How are feelings handled? Are 

they encouraged and validated? Is this group capable of care? Are there significant emotional 

attachments between members? 

 

About Content 

Content refers to the subject matter of a discussion: the actual words or ideas 

that were spoken independent of contextual variables like non-verbal cues 

and procedural variables. It refers mainly to the literal meaning of words and 

makes no reference to connotations, subtexts, and insinuations behind 

messages. 

In a meeting, content is the agenda topic, the suggestions put forward by the 

staff members, the solutions they arrive at. Content in a facilitated discussion should all come from the 

group and not the facilitator.  

Example:  The content of the meeting may be “how to change the company’s image to that it will appeal 

to a younger market.” In contrast the process element in the same meeting is brainstorming to solicit as 

many options as possible. 
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A Facilitator’s Focus 

Which between process and content should a group facilitator attend to? 

Ideally, a facilitator should attend to both process and content. After all, 

process and content feed one another. Good meeting processes create better 

content; keeping to relevant content makes for a great discussion process. A 

productive discussion can only happen when the content is on track and the 

meeting flows in a functional way.  

However, facilitators are primarily process experts; they manage information flow and treatment. They 

are not encouraged to provide content input in any way. While some knowledge of a meeting’s topic 

can help a facilitator manage a meeting better, a facilitator should not put forward personal opinions 

and suggestions, or make judgments and decisions for the group.  They’re also content neutral; they 

should never take sides in a debate.  

When a facilitator adds to the content of a discussion, the facilitator’s role is confused from neutral 

guide to biased participant or a trainer/ coach. If a content expert is needed (one whose task is to clarify 

technical issues in a discussion e.g. a lawyer for union issues, or an Organizational Development 

consultant), they can be included as participant in the group for expert reference. 

Here is an example of a facilitator focusing primarily on process instead of content: 

Imagine that a group discussion is stuck. The group can’t seem to generate a good, viable idea for their 

project. A content expert in this situation can provide a range of alternatives they can try--- after all he 

or she has specialized knowledge in this area. But a facilitator is a process expert. Instead of giving 

suggestions, a facilitator would seek to identify why idea generation is not proceeding well. Maybe the 

group is tired? Maybe the problem needs to be re-defined? In these cases, a facilitator can encourage a 

working break to get the thinking juices flowing, or ask the group to re-define the problem to encourage 

a different perspective, respectively. 

 

Case Study 

Thomas had the focus of a laser. He'd done his homework and had a plan that could rival any natural 
born leaders plan. In the palms of his hands, he carried the message that he'd convinced himself would 
change the way things were done. He dubbed himself, “The Facilitator” and couldn't wait to share his 
knowledge with his coworkers. Tracy walked by and noticed Thomas' peculiar get-up. “What's with the 
cape,” she asked. Thomas firmly planted his feet on the ground and said, “I'm The Facilitator.” Tracy 
shrugged and moved on. Thomas' voice boomed out. He didn't understand why no one else questioned 
him. Tracy raised her voice and explained that leaders lead by example, not because of a fancy 
superhero suit.  
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Module Three: Review Questions 

1) Process primarily refers to: 

a) Way of discussion 

b) Time of discussion 

c) Issues of the meeting 

d) Participants of discussion 

2) Which of the following is not an element of process? 

a) Communication 

b) Group atmosphere 

c) Meeting circumstances 

d) Roles 

3) Which of the following things is not crucial for the process? 

a) Non-verbal messages 

b) Group dynamics 

c) Situational elements 

d) Difficulty of the issue 

4) Which of the following things is crucial for the content? 

a) Actual spoken ideas 

b) Subtext of ideas 

c) Possibilities of ideas 

d) Insinuations of ideas 

5) Who usually comes up with the content in facilitated discussions? 

a) Facilitator 

b) One or several team members 

c) The whole group 

d) Facilitator and one prominent team member 

 

6) Which between process and content should a group facilitator attend to? 

 

a) Process 

b) Content 

c) Ideally, both 

d) Whichever suits him better 
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7) Which of the following statements is true? 

a) Facilitators are primarily content experts. 

b) Facilitators almost always have to put forward personal opinions. 

c) Facilitators are not encouraged to provide content input. 

d) Facilitators are not allowed to become biased participants. 

8) Which of the following is not something that content experts do? 

a) Clarifying technical issues 

b) Clarifying legal issues 

c) Being participants in the group  

d) Being facilitators 

9) What should facilitator a do if the group cannot come up with a viable idea? 

a) Identify what seems to be the problem 

b) Offer alternative solutions 

c) Impose personal solution 

d) End the meeting 

10) Content refers to: 

a) Ideas obtained during the process 

b) Final outcome of the process 

c) Subject being discussed 

d) All of the above 
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Module Four: Laying the Groundwork 

A facilitated approach is not just a technique; it’s an attitude and 

disposition to doing things that should be shared by the whole 

organization. To best benefit from group facilitation, you need to set 

the stage for it. In this module, we will discuss choosing a facilitated 

approach, planning for a facilitated meeting and collecting data.  

 

 

 

 

Choosing a Facilitated Approach 

In an earlier module, we discussed about the situations where facilitation is 

appropriate and situations when facilitation is not appropriate. These factors can 

be a guide if facilitation is the best approach to managing a meeting in your 

organization. 

If your organization has decided that facilitation is appropriate, the following are 

some steps you should take: 

• Orient the participants about what facilitation is, and what it can do for them. If a team is new 

to the facilitated approach, they might find difficulty with the process. For example, individuals 

from a hierarchal organization might feel uneasy contributing when there are senior members in 

the group. In situations where there’s conflict, the group might even expect the facilitator to 

adjudicate the issue or at least offer an opinion. It’s important then to level everyone off with 

what facilitation is (and what it isn’t) before you start implementing it in your group. If there are 

significant reservations about changing to a facilitated approach, surface them so that they may 

be addressed. 

• Make sure that facilitation has the administration’s support. The incentive to make the most 

out of a facilitated discussion can be nullified if the people who make decisions still prefer a top-

down, autocratic approach. While it’s not guaranteed that ideas and proposal produced by 

It’s amazing what you can accomplish when it 

doesn’t matter who gets the credit. 

Anonymous 
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facilitated teams will get approved, administration should at the very least communicate their 

openness to the team’s efforts. 

• Choose the right facilitator. Facilitators can be from within the organization or a freelance 

professional.  

It is important that you pick a facilitator who is not part of the problem-context or the solution, 

and is generally perceived as unbiased with no conflict of interest. They must also possess the 

right attitude and disposition in handling people’s contribution.  

 

Planning for a Facilitated Meeting 

The following are some things you can do in preparation for a facilitated 

meeting: 

• Set the venue. Facilitation works best if the venue is conducive to a 

comfortable discussion. Chairs arranged in a circle are always better 

than a classroom set-up, to emphasize equality among all members. 

Privacy is a must. If you need to use materials like flip chart paper, 

markers, and nametags, prepare them beforehand. 

It also helps to prepare not just the venue of the meeting proper, but the surrounding areas as 

well. It’s not unusual for facilitators to invite meeting participants to break out in smaller 

discussion groups, or even “take a walk” to blow off steam. As such, preparations for these 

activities should be made before the meeting. 

• Set aside time. Facilitated meetings should not be rushed; minding process is the reason why it 

works well. The length of a facilitated meeting depends on the agenda and the number of 

participants, but the recommended duration is 30 minutes to one hour. 

• Prepare a Facilitation Plan. As a facilitator, never go blindly into a meeting. While an 

experienced facilitator would likely have enough skills enough to “wing it”, it always pays to be 

prepared. 

Make sure you know what the objective of the meeting is, expectations of the group and/or the 

organization from you, and the profile of your participants. Decide ahead how you are going to 

begin and end the meeting, and how you plan to manage the meeting itself. For this process, it 

helps if you research and gather relevant information beforehand (more on this later), and 

prepare a Facilitation Plan (see the next page). 

• Make plans for documentation. To better be able to follow up, and identify process issues in a 

group, it always helps if a meeting is documented. Typically, groups assign a secretary to take 

minutes of a meeting. However, traditional minutes usually deal with just content. For best 
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results, consider assigning a process observer:  someone to document process elements in a 

group. 

• Prepare Psychologically. Lastly, it’s important that you take the time to prepare internally if 

you’re going to facilitate a meeting. Being a facilitator can be a mentally, sometimes even 

emotionally, demanding job. You want to make sure that you are in a relaxed frame of mind 

before you facilitate. Deal with personal issues that can interfere with the process, and note 

your biases and assumptions about the group or the subject of the meeting. 

Below is a sample template for a Facilitation Plan: 
 

Participants: 
 
 

Beginning Time: Ending Time: 

Meeting Topic(s): 
 
 

Meeting Objectives: 
A.  
B. 
C. 

Icebreaker or Opener: 
 
 

Discussion Questions: 
 

Discussion Method: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Summary/ Integration: 
 
 

Evaluation: 
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Collecting Data 

The more information a facilitator has about the group she will be facilitating, 

the more effective he or she can be.  

The following are some tips in collecting data as preparation for facilitating a 

meeting: 

 

• Communicate ahead with the person who invited you to facilitate the 

meeting to understand what is expected from the meeting and what is 

expected from you as a facilitator.  If there are presenters and content experts in the meeting, 

it’s also best to meet with them beforehand to ensure that you are both on the same page.  

• Ideally, you should also be able to interview or survey participants ahead of time. This can give 

you time to understand the dynamics of the situation, as well as establish rapport. Ask about the 

group’s history, their view of the meeting subject, and how the group normally accomplishes 

things.  It also helps to know ahead if there are reservations about inviting a facilitator. 

• Request documentation about the group’s previous meetings e.g. minutes or progress reports. 

They will give you an idea of where the group is at the moment. 

• If there’s a sensitive issue involved, know as much as you can about the situation – and even the 

personalities involved. For instance, knowing that there’s underlying tension about a specific 

topic will tell you to approach it cautiously. Similarly, knowing who the participants in conflict 

are can guide you when dividing participants into working groups. Note though:  always 

triangulate your information gathering method so that you don’t get just one side of the story.  

• Understand the subject matter of the meeting. While facilitators are not content experts, you 

must know enough about the topic to be able to track the discussion. For example, familiarize 

yourself with the terms and language of the group. You lose precious time by having to ask the 

group to explain terms to you. 

 

Case Study 

Rhoda stacked the boxes high above her head. One right after another, she trudged through the office 

without so much as a nod from anyone else. Rhoda grunted and growled as she hoisted even more work 

around. Ed arrived for work and saw what Rhoda had done. He took a gander at the employees and 

knew they'd not offered to lend her a hand. Like any good coach would, Ed blew a whistle and shouted 

out orders. Everyone went into motion and helped Rhoda complete her job. When they were done, Ed 

sat everyone down and gave them a play by play, so they'd understand that no man is an island and no 

facility expected one person to do everything.   
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Module Four: Review Questions 

1) Which of the following steps is necessary before conducting facilitation?  

a) Administration’s plan 

b) Administration’s participation 

c) Administration’s support 

d) Administration’s guidelines 

2) Facilitators can be: 

a) Only from organization 

b) Only freelance professionals 

c) Both from organization or freelance professionals 

d) None of the above 

3) Which of the following statements is true? 

a) Facilitators should be a part of the problem-context or the solution 

b) Facilitators should not be a part of the problem-context or the solution 

c) It doesn’t matter if facilitators are a part of the problem 

d) It’s recommendable for facilitators to be a part of the problem, but it’s not crucial 

4) What kind of venue arrangement is recommendable for facilitation meetings? 

a) Classroom set up 

b) Chairs arranged randomly 

c) Chairs arranged in no more than a couple of rows 

d) Chairs arranged in a circle 

5) What is the recommendable length for facilitation meetings? 

a) 15 – 30 minutes 

b) 30 – 60 minutes 

c) 60 – 90 minutes 

d) More than 90 minutes 

6) Which of the following is not a part of a facilitator’s preparation for the meeting? 

a) Mental preparation 

b) Preparing documentation 

c) Preparing a plan 

d) Preparing readymade solution in case of meeting’s failure 
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7) What is the last part of a facilitation plan? 

a) Summary 

b) Evaluation 

c) Solution 

d) Ending time 

8) What is the most recommendable action for collecting data before facilitating a meeting? 

a) Interviewing participants 

b) Exploring the subject with people from organization regardless of their participation in 

facilitation meeting 

c) Exploring the Internet and searching similar subjects 

d) Taking a readymade documentation from previous facilitator if there is one 

9) Which of the following statements is true? 

a)  A facilitator is not content expert, therefore he doesn’t have to be fully introduced to the 

subject matter. 

b) It’s not a problem for a facilitator to take some time and ask participants to explain him all 

the unclear terms of the subject matter. 

c) Although the facilitator isn’t a content expert, he has to know the subject matter really well. 

d) Facilitators can still do perfect job even if they are not fully involved with the subject matter. 

10) Which of the following steps is not necessary before facilitating a meeting? 

a) Communicating with presenters 

b) Communicating with content experts 

c) Exploring previous documentation 

d) All of these steps are necessary 
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Module Five: Tuckman and Jensen’s Model of Team Development 

Groups are not stagnant entities; they change. Initial uncertainty 

and ambiguity give way to stable patterns of interaction, while 

relationship between members wax and wane. To be an effective 

facilitator, you must be sensitive to the changes happening within 

groups. 

In this module, we will discuss one of the most widely-used 

theories of group development: Tuckman and Jensen’s Model of 

Team Development. We will also discuss how a facilitator can best 

respond to groups depending on what stage of development they 

are in.  

 

Stage One: Forming 

The initial stage of group development is the forming stage. It is commonly referred to 

as the orientation stage or the “getting-to-know-you” stage, as group members still 

don’t know much about each other or about the organization. If the organization itself 

is new, then there might not be any existing structure or rules in the group yet. 

During the forming stage, members tend to feel tensions and uncertainties.  After all, 

group members are dealing with people they hardly know, and this initial unfamiliarity may leave them 

feeling uncomfortable and constrained. Often, members are on guard, carefully monitoring their 

behavior to make certain they avoid any embarrassing lapses of social poise.  

Without the benefit of a long and solid relationship with the group, involvement and commitment to the 

organization may be low.  There may also be extreme dependence on leaders, dominant personalities 

and other group members.  

The forming stage is characterized by many tentative and testing behaviors: explorations of the 

boundaries of both rules and tasks.  

Every company has two organizational 

structures: the formal one is written on the 

charts; the other is the everyday 

relationship of the men and women in the 

organization.  

Harold H. Geneen 
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During the forming stage, it is important for the facilitator to: 

• Establish rapport among group members 

• Encourage members to be comfortable with one another 

• Make everyone feel accepted in the group 

• Establish rules and guidelines for both task and relational behavior 

• Encourage the group to be comfortable with the organization 

 

Stage Two: Storming 

A natural offshoot of uncertainty and ambiguity is the need to clarify expectations, 

establish patterns, and put a structure into place. Clarity, patterns, and structure are 

what make a group stable. However with many different personalities and 

perspectives to reconcile, these things don’t always evolve smoothly. The natural 

formation of sub-relationships within the group can also add to the pressure.  Enter 

the second stage of group development: the storming stage.   

The storming stage of group development is characterized by conflict, whether overt fighting or subtle 

tensions.  This happens when at least two people disagree on a way of doing things or a way of relating. 

Conflicts in groups also occur when particular members assert control or dominance in some form, and 

other members resist. Coalition-building and fractionalization of the group can happen as members take 

sides on an issue. 

The emotional atmosphere in groups during the storming stage can be characterized by tension, anger, 

frustration, and discounting of other people’s responses. 

A facilitator guiding a team in the storming stage should remember that conflict is normal, even 

necessary element, in group development. Conflicts are signs that there are processes that need 

streamlining, or issues that require a definite response. When conflicts surface within groups, facilitators 

can help the group see an opportunity to set a structure (which is the next stage.) 

During the storming stage, it is important for the facilitator to: 

• Defuse tensions 

• Promote positive communication in the group 

• Identify problems areas 

• Facilitate conflict resolution processes 
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Stage Three: Norming 

The third stage of group development is the norming stage.  

If the conflict areas during the storming stage are addressed properly, the result 

should be the establishment of norms.  

Norms are rules or standards of behavior within a group. They can be explicit (such as 

a company policy) or implicit (unspoken expectations). Norms help groups to meet their goals. At the 

very least, norms help the group maintain some degree of stability so that tasks can be done.  

During the norming stage, group members develop greater cohesiveness and possibly intimacy. There is 

greater security in opening up to others and suggesting new ways of doing things. The norming stage is a 

period of clarity in terms of the group’s identity, dynamics, and direction.  

If you’re a facilitator handling a group in the norming stage, it helps to:  

• Practice skills in identifying possible solutions 

• Define roles and expectations 

• Manage change 

• Help the group to reach a consensus 

Evaluating new systems and protocols, and making revisions if necessary are also part of the norming 

stage.  

 

Stage Four: Performing 

When groups are able to successfully implement a new rule or system, they can begin 

a period of optimum productivity. With stability in place, there is room for creativity, 

initiative, stability, open relationships, pride, learning and high morale.  Group energy 

is no longer taken up by set-up matters, and can be channeled fully to the work. The 

group goes into the height of task success: the performing stage. 

The relationships among group members also become more relaxed and involved. Because the task 
details are already clearly defined, and there is no need for vicious power struggles, there is more room 
for closeness and deeper relationships among members.  

To get to the performing stage is the goal of all organizations. As a facilitator, your task is to guide the 
group towards this stage. One important thing to remember though is that optimal productivity often 
occurs later in a group’s life, and a period of storming and norming are pre-requisites to it.  
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Forming 

Performing 
Storming 

Norming 

At this stage, the role of the facilitator is to help maintain the group in the performing stage. Tasks 
include providing support and motivation in each task, and reinforcing best practices.  

 What happens if the group gets new members or encounters new tasks? What if a new issue comes 
about threatening peak performance? In these cases, the group can go back to earlier stages. For 
example, if new groups members make pre-existing rules obsolete, or a new conflict area is spotted, 
then the group returns to the storming stage to hash out a new system. It is said that in the life course of 
a group, it will return to the storming stage regularly. See figure in the next page. 

 An effective facilitator can point out that that re-accomplishing developmental tasks characteristic of 
earlier stages (e.g. establishing rapport) may be needed to adapt to new changes.  

An Illustration of Tuckman and Jensen’s Stages of Team Development: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study 

Rick and Taylor couldn't believe their eyes. Their desks had vanished in thin air. Rick checked behind 

doors and walls and found nothing. Taylor tapped on shoulders and asked what had happened. No one 

knew. Rick decided they should high tail it into their bosses office and find out for themselves. Their 

boss, Marvin, delighted in their curiosity and laughed until his face turned a crimson red. He explained 

that they needed to be shaken up and learn to work with new people. The idea astonished Rick and 

Taylor. They'd never worked with anyone else. Soon, they found that change had its rewards and liked 

their new accommodations better and forgot all about the days of old. Everyone agreed that a shake up 

brightened everyone's day.  
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Module Five: Review Questions 

1) Tuckman and Jensen’s model applies to: 

a) Individual development 

b) Team development 

c) Facilitator’s development 

i) All of the above 

2) What is the second stage of Tuckman and Jensen’s model? 

a) Forming 

b) Performing 

c) Norming 

d) Storming 

3) Which stage has a goal to make participants feel accepted and comfortable? 

a) Forming 

b) Performing 

c) Storming 

d) Norming 

4) Which of the following steps is a part of storming? 

a) Identifying problem areas 

b) Defining roles and expectations 

c) Establishing rapport among group members 

d) Managing changes 

5) What characterizes storming the most? 

a) Orientation 

b) Implementing new rules 

c) Conflict 

d) Clarity 

6) Norms are usually described as: 

a) Open and closed 

b) Explicit and implicit 

c) Complex and simple 

d) Mandatory and voluntary 
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7) What is the first stage where group members have a chance to develop greater cohesiveness 

and intimacy? 

a) Storming 

b) Norming 

c) Forming 

d) Performing 

8) How do norms help the group to meet its goals? 

a) It keeps the strict discipline 

b) It imposes restrictions and prevents problems 

c) It solves the most of the work 

d) It gives some degree of stability 

9) The performing stage is fully channeled to: 

a) Results of previous stages 

b) Work 

c) Expectations 

d) Evaluation of previous stages 

10) What happens if a group has problems during performing stage? 

a) The project stops 

b) Facilitator becomes leader and solves the problem 

c) Group can go back to earlier stages 

d) The project is paused 
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Module Six: Building Consensus 

The aim of facilitated discussions is to create participatory 

groups: one where the goal is cooperative rather than 

competitive decision-making. All members should have equal 

input in the process, and equal opportunity to voice opposition 

to an idea or conclusion. In this module, we will discuss the key 

facilitation skills needed to build consensus: encouraging 

participation, gathering information, presenting information, 

synthesizing and summarizing. 

 

 

Encouraging Participation 

Consensus is more likely to happen if members feel encouraged to 

contribute. The following are some of the ways a facilitator can encourage 

participation in small groups: 

• Provide preparation guidelines in the meeting agenda. Participants 

are more likely to contribute, if they feel confident that they have 

something to add to the discussion. It’s helpful then to send out a meeting invitation with 

guidelines what to review and study in preparation for the meeting. It is also better if you can 

also send out guide questions ahead of time. 

• Before starting a group meeting, check on everyone’s comfort level.  Some people are at ease 

being in meetings; others have difficulty. There are also situational factors, such as an 

uncomfortable seat or a poorly ventilated room, which can hamper group participation. 

Inquiring if group members are comfortable before starting a meeting can help a facilitator 

establish rapport with the group, and address hindrances to group participation. 

• State at the start of the meeting that members’ participation is not just welcome, but is 

integral to the process. Sometimes, all it takes is for the facilitator to explicitly say that 

members are allowed and encouraged to participate for the discussion to be a lively one. These 

guidelines can be made part of the orientation process. 

A genuine leader is not a searcher for 

consensus but a molder of consensus. 

Martin Luther King, Jr. 
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• Acknowledge responses. Show that you have heard and understood a contribution. You can do 

this in non-verbal and verbal ways. Non-verbal ways include eye contact, nodding, and leaning 

forward towards the speaker. Verbal ways include praising (“I’m glad you brought that up.”, 

“That’s a good point.”), clarifying (If I may reiterate what you just said, you suggested that, is 

this correct?), and requesting for more information (“Tell us more.”, “Please go on.”).  

• Avoid discounting responses. Similar, make sure that you’re careful not to give a response that 

might be interpreted as devaluing a contribution, or even ignoring it. Examples of discounting 

responses are “That was said already.”  , “That’s irrelevant.”  , “That’s it?  Is there anything 

else?” 

• Solicit group members’ responses.  You can encourage participation by directly asking everyone 

their opinion on a subject matter. Example: “Can I get everyone’s opinion about this proposal?” 

or “Let’s share all our ideas. We won’t react until we’ve heard them all.” 

• Build on responses. A good way to encourage participation is to integrate each member’s 

response with that of other members or with the whole group. Similarities and differences are 

surfaced, and the way each point relates to another is verbalized. This way, the discussion is 

moving and the individual contributions are seen as relevant to the whole.  

Ways to do this include: 

o Universalizing – Helping the group see that their concerns are shared. Example: “Who 

else has felt this way?” 

o Linking – Making verbal connections to what individual members say and feel. Example: 

“Bill thinks that there should be another meeting to prepare for the conference. This 

seems to be similar to what April was saying a while ago.” Or “Michael believes that the 

group should outsource all customer communication. Jonathan, on the other hand, feels 

that an in-house customer care staff will serve the company better. It seems we have 

two different but equally valid approaches to this problem.” 

o Redirecting – To promote the involvement of all in the discussion. Example: “What do 

you think about that?” or “What do you think about Mark’s idea?” 

• Intentionally keep silent. Intentional silence can also be a way to encourage participation, 

especially if a group is eager to contribute and needs no prompting.   

• Thanking the Group. Lastly, affirming the group for their participation, and each member for 

their contribution, can encourage greater involvement in the succeeding meetings. 
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Gathering Information 

The following are some of the ways a facilitator can gather information 

during a discussion. 

• Go-round. In this technique, each member of the group gets a turn 

to speak without getting interrupted. Sometimes, the amount of 

time each member is allowed to speak is limited to encourage 

fairness. In go-rounds, each member gets to speak. Note that this 

method may not be applicable if you have many participants. 

• Break Out Groups. In this technique, the facilitator divides the participants into smaller groups 

(anywhere from dyads up, depending on the size of the group and the subject to be discussed) 

and then later allots time for a representative from each group to share their point of view. This 

method is applicable when there are too many participants to do an efficient go round, or some 

discussion is necessary, but that discussion is more effective in smaller teams. 

• BRAINSTORMING. Brainstorming is a method of gathering information that involves getting as 

many ideas from the group in limited time. During brainstorming, participants can verbalize any 

idea they have, good or bad, and a documenter logs it in a flip chart. Only when all the ideas 

have been exhausted, or there are already enough ideas for consideration, does the group check 

out each idea one by one. For best results the time for brainstorming is limited.  

• FISHBOWL Method. This method is best when an intense discussion of a subject is needed, but 

the group is too large for the time allotted. In the fishbowl method, a sample of the group 

discusses the topic, while the rest function as observers. Ideally, the discussion sample should 

represent the diversity in the group. 

 

Presenting Information 

In order for a discussion group to reach a consensus, it is important that 

they are well-informed of the facts of the issue, as well as the positions of 
the different parties concerned. In this sense, an effective facilitator is one 
that can guide group members in presenting important information to the 

plenary. 

The following are some tips in presenting information in groups. 

• Separate presentation from discussion time. Assign a time particularly for presentation of 

information. Going back and forth between discussion and presentation can disrupt group 

process and may even make for ineffective decision-making. For best results, place the 

presentation time on the agenda, and assign presenters before the meeting proper. 
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• If there are more than one side to an issue, or more than one option in consideration, make 
sure you assign equal time for each. Process can be helped if each party feels that they are 
being treated fairly. Being given equal time as another party can facilitate this. And even if there 

are no conflicting parties in the group, giving each subject or each proposal the same time as the 
others can ensure that decisions that would be made at the end of the meeting are not biased in 
any way. 

• Use a multi-media guide if possible. When presenting information, it helps to know that 
information can be presented in visual (the use of colorful presentations, hand-outs, 
demonstrations, flipcharts, videos, etc.), auditory (descriptive narratives and reports) and 

bodily/kinesthetic (activities to learn key points) ways. Use the method that fits the learning 
style of the group and the subject of the presentation.  

Note that the use of projected visual aids may require a darkened room, making the meeting 
less conducive for group interaction.  

 

Synthesizing and Summarizing 

A synthesis is an integration of key points or key process movements in the 

discussion. An example of synthesizing is listing issues that have been resolved and 

issues that are still up for discussion. A summary, on the other hand is a short recap 

of what has been discussed or what has happened. Syntheses and summaries are not 

just conducted at the end of each meeting, but also during the discussion proper. 

Synthesizing and summarizing key discussion points is facilitative during a meeting. There are many 

reasons for this. First, synthesis and summaries show that the discussion is on track and following the 

agenda. It can also clear confusing discussions, and help members see where the group is at any 

moment. These processes also give the group a sense of accomplishment --- the synthesis and the 

summary is usually an indication of movement in the discussion.  

The following are some ways a facilitator can synthesize or summarize during a group discussion: 

• Let the group summarize or synthesize for themselves. Example: Ask group members “What 

have we discussed so far?”, “What did you learn from this discussion?” or “What have we 

decided about this situation?” 

• Ask a group member/ group members to provide a synthesis or summary.  

• Offer your tentative synthesis/ summary and seek for the group’s clarification. For example: 

“This is what we have discussed so far….Did I miss anything?” 

• Refer to the agenda or published documentation in a flip chart paper. “So far, we have discussed 

Topic A and B. These are our resolutions…” 
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Case Study 

Keith walked into the conference and saw nothing but a slew of long faces and sad, puppy eyes. No one 

wanted to work on a team building project. Keith knew he had to come up with something to turn those 

frowns upside down and he had to do it quickly before their moods sank even further. Keith clapped his 

hands as an idea popped into his head. He ordered everyone to stand up and introduce themselves to 

each other. John refused to comply. Keith handed him a box of name tags and told John to hand them 

out. John wracked his brain. He didn't want to admit that he didn't know any of them. Keith had proven 

his point. He asked John to begin the introductions. John found that he could quickly make new friends, 

if he let go of the bad attitude. 
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Module Six: Review Questions 

1) Consensus is the most likely to happen if participants are: 

a) Competitive 

b) All encouraged to contribute 

c) All equal in their profiles 

d) Divided on certain level 

2) Universalizing, linking and redirecting are techniques for: 

a) Building on responses 

b) Solicit group members’ responses 

c) Acknowledge responses 

d) All of the above 

3) “That’s already said” is an example of: 

a) Redirecting 

b) Clarifying 

c) Acknowledging response 

d) Discounting response 

4) Brainstorming is a method of gathering information that involves getting: 

a) Several quality ideas in limited time 

b) Several quality ideas in unlimited time 

c) As many ideas in limited time 

d) As many ideas in unlimited time 

5) Which method for gathering ideas implies discussing the subject matter with a sample of the 

group, while the rest of the group is watching? 

a) Fishbowl 

b) Brainstorming 

c) Go-round 

d) Break out groups 

6) Which of the following statements is true? 

a) Presentation and discussion should be at the same time. 

b) Presentation and discussion should be separated. 

c) It is not important are presentation and discussion separated. 

d) Some situations require separated presentation and discussions, while some of them don’t.  
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7) Which of the following statements is true? 

a) Multimedia guides are recommendable. 

b) Multimedia guides are distracting attention. 

c) Multimedia guides are less effective than other types of guides. 

d) Multimedia guides usually provide less information than other types of guides. 

8) What’s recommendable when there are more than one side to an issue, or more than one 

option in consideration? 

a) Making priorities and assigning more time for them 

b) Assigning equal time for each 

c) Beginning with less important things and warming up for important ones 

d) Being casual and letting things go naturally 

9) Which of the following statements is true? 

a) Synthesizing and summary are pretty much the same. 

b) Summary is short recap of what was discussed or what happened. 

c) Synthesizing is conducted only at the end of the meeting, while summary isn’t. 

d) An example of summary is listing issues that have been resolved and issues that are still up 

for discussion. 

10) Which of the following is not a good way of synthesizing? 

a) Facilitator lets the group synthesize 

b) Facilitator asks a group member to synthesize 

c) Facilitator offers his tentative synthesis 

d) All of the above are legit ways of synthesizing 
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Module Seven: Reaching a Decision Point 

The steps outlined in the previous module are just ways to set the 

stage towards consensus-building. When it comes to the actual 

decision point, it helps that a facilitator knows ways to guide a group 

towards optimal decision-making. In this module, we will discuss ways 

to identify options, create a short list, and choose a solution. We will 

also use a way of deciding not often considered by many, called the 

multi-option technique. 

 

 

Identifying the Options 

The following are some ways groups can identify options during decision-

making. Some of these ways are also the ways of gathering information 

discussed earlier. 

• Brainstorm. Brainstorming is the process of coming up with as many 

ideas as you can in the shortest time possible. It makes use of diversity 

of personalities in a group, so that one can come up with the widest range of fresh ideas. 

Quantity of ideas is more important than quality of ideas in the initial stage of brainstorming; 

you can filter out the bad ones later on with an in-depth review of their pros and cons. 

• Round Robin. Ask each member of the group to suggest one option for consideration. All 

members must contribute an idea.  

•  Facilitated SWOT Analysis. Some teams create each option as a group, and they do so by 

conducting a facilitated analysis of the organization’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and 

threats, as they relate to the problem. 

The most import thing about these processes is that they are conducted in a consultative fashion. 

 

  

Choose always the way that seems the best, 

however rough it may be. Custom will soon 

render it easy and agreeable. 

Pythagoras 
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Creating a Short List 

There are many criteria a facilitator uses to help a group create a shortlist. The 

following are just some of these ways:  

• Costs and benefits. An ideal solution is one that has the least costs and 

most benefits.  

• Disagreeing parties’ interests. An ideal solution has factored in the impact 

on all parties concerned and has made adjustments accordingly. 

• Foresight. An ideal solution doesn’t have just short-term gains but long term ones as well. 

• Obstacles. An ideal solution has anticipated all possible obstacles in its implementation and has 

made plans accordingly. 

• Values. An ideal solution is one that is consistent with the mission-vision of the organization and 

or its individual members. 

 

Choosing a Solution 

There are many ways a facilitator can guide a group in creating a shortlist. The 

following are just some of these ways:  

• Decide on a criterion (or criteria). Ask the group to come up with the 

criteria to be used to evaluate each option. These criteria could be costs 

and benefits, consistency with the values of the organization, feasibility, 

etc.  Once criteria are set, the facilitator can guide the group into 

weighing each option according to the criteria.  

• Survey which options members like. A facilitator can also conduct a quick survey of what each 

group members like in the list. You can select the solution either by strict consensus or by 

majority vote.  

• Survey which options members don’t like. Similarly, a facilitator can ask the group which 

options from the short list are no-no’s and eliminate them from the list. 
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Using the Multi-Option Technique 

When coming up with solutions to an issue, you are not limited to choosing one best 

one. You can also pick several solutions to a problem, and follow through on these 

many solutions simultaneously. This process is called the multi-option technique.  

For instance, in addressing a problem about lagging sales, approaches can be related 

to poor advertising, poor market selection, or a problem in the product itself. A 

group following the multi-option technique will assign a person or team to follow 

through on each option. One team can create a better advertising campaign; another team can look for 

a better market; while another team can improve the product. In succeeding meetings, each team will 

report their results as separate teams.  

The solutions followed through in a multi-option technique are not necessarily complimentary to one 

another, although groups have the option to follow through on only complimentary ideas. But if the 

group wants to see two opposing scenarios with different assumptions, they can do so. 

How can a facilitator conduct the multi-option technique? The group can brainstorm several options, 

and the facilitator can help the group select which of the many options they want to pursue further.  

 

Case Study 

Tammy held a beach ball in her hand and lobbed it at her teammate Alan. “Give me an idea,” she 

ordered. Alan fumbled with the ball and tossed it to Karen. “You heard her,” he said. Karen rattled off 

the first thing she could think of and tossed the ball to Tammy. Alan questioned what Tammy's 

motivations were. Tammy learned that active participation by teammates made for much happier 

campers. Instead of ghost stories by the light of the moon, they would exchange ideas in a safe place 

with a light atmosphere. Tammy tossed the ball back to Alan and this time he had a suggestion. The ball 

remained in the air until everyone had several chances to speak. Ideas were born and motivation 

reached an all-time high.  
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Module Seven: Review Questions 

1) What is Round Robin? 

a) Technique for obtaining as many ideas as possible in short time 

b) Colloquial name for one of facilitator’s roles  

c) Asking each group member to suggest an option 

d) Asking random group members for an opinion 

2) What is more important for brainstorming – quality or quantity of ideas? 

a) Quality 

b) Quantity 

c) Both are equal 

d) It depends on the subject matter 

3) All processes for identifying options have to be conducted in: 

a) Competitive fashion 

b) Casual fashion 

c) Consultative fashion 

d) Challenging fashion 

4) What’s the opposite of costs on the shortlist? 

a) Benefits 

b) Repayment  

c) Retribution 

d) None of the above 

5) When it comes to shortlist, values refer to: 

a) Money outcome and income 

b) Quality of the idea 

c) Organization’s mission and vision 

d) Level of challenge 

6) Which of the following is a recommendable technique for choosing the right solution? 

a) Quick survey on options group likes 

b) Quick survey on options group dislikes 

c) Quick survey on options group likes and dislikes 

d) Anonymous voting 
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7) Who should come up with criteria or criterion? 

a) Certain group members 

b) Whole group 

c) Facilitator 

d) Volunteer group member 

8) What is multi-option technique? 

a) Choosing several solutions to an issue 

b) Using more than one technique to find a solution to an issue 

c) Solving more issues by choosing one solution 

d) Mutual facilitator’s and group’s decision about choosing a solution 

9) Multi-option technique usually requires: 

a) Several facilitators 

b) Several teams 

c) Several meetings 

d) Solving several issues at once 

10) Which of the following statements is true? 

a) Solutions obtained through multi-option technique are never complimentary. 

b) Solutions obtained through multi-option technique don’t have to be complimentary. 

c) Solutions obtained through multi-option technique are always complimentary. 

d) Solutions obtained through multi-option technique are usually complimentary. 
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Module Eight: Dealing with Difficult People 

Group process can get hampered by the presence of difficult 

members. A skilled facilitator should know how to deal with difficult 

people, so that the discussion will remain on track and the group 

atmosphere will remain pleasant and conducive to participation. In 

this module, we will discuss how to address disruptions, common 

types of difficult people in groups and how to handle them, and how 

to let the group resolve issues on their own. 

 

 

Addressing Disruptions 

Disruptions in groups can be in any form. They can be from the members, or from the 

environmental factors.  

The following are ways to deal with disruptions in groups: 

• Refocus the discussion on the agenda. This intervention is similar to the 

intervention on keeping the discussion on track. If a disruption occurs, gently 

remind the group of the topic. 

• Identify the intention behind the disruption and address it. Don’t focus on what was said. 

Instead, focus on why the person said it. Example: repeated interjections can mean that a 

member does not feel like he or she is being listened to. 

• Reiterate rules. You may refer to ground rules set at the beginning of the session.  

• If no rule against the disruption exists, then take it as an opportunity to set one.  

  

I think you have to work with people, and 

when I talk about managing relationships, 

don’t think about the derogatory 

“managed relationships. 

Anil Ambani 
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Common Types of Difficult People and How to Handle Them 

The following are some of the common types of difficult people in groups and how 

to handle them. 

 

 

Type of Difficult 
Person 

Description Typical Behavior Ways to Deal  
with Them 

Dominating  These are members 
who monopolize the 
conversation and 
even overtly block 
other members from 
making a 
contribution.  
 

“I am the only one 
with experience in 
this matter. Let me 
tell you what to 
do.” 

• Solicit other members’ 
opinion. “We appreciate 
your experience and we’ll 
take what you said into 
account. But let’s see what 
others think too.” 

Aggressive  Members who resort 
to personal attacks. 

“You just don’t 
know what you’re 
doing!” 

• Reiterate the ground rules. 
“We have agreed that there 
will be no personal attacks.”  

• Get back on topic. 
“Remember all comments 
are useful as long as they 
relate to the topic. 

• Re-state their position in 
objective terms 

Quiet and Non-
Participative 

Group members can 
be quiet for a variety 
of reasons: they can 
be shy, intimidated, 
or uncomfortable 
joining in the topic. 

 • Establish eye contact and 
invite them to join in.  
“We’d like to hear from 
people we haven’t heard 
from before. Could you give 
us your take on this issue?” 

Overly Talkative  Members talk too 
much.  

 • Remind them of the time 
limit. 

• Tell them you can only 
discuss one point at a time. 

•  Ask them for key summary 
points. 
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Helping the Group Resolve Issues on Their Own 

The following are two ways a facilitator can help groups resolve issues on their 

own: 

Ignore. For cooperative teams, natural facilitators will emerge if the facilitator 

doesn’t make immediate interventions.  

Promote direct feedback. Ask the group members what they think about the 

situation or a particular person’s behavior. Example: “Mike, can you tell Bob the effect on you when he 

interrupts you?” 

 

Case Study 

Liz talked and talked and talked. James thought her head might fall off if she continued. Liz had three 

words for every one that James had. He felt his audience slip away while chatty Liz hogged the spotlight 

and forgot that James had called a meeting of the minds. James had to corral her in or his only chance to 

hold this meeting. James stood up and walked Liz to her seat and took the helm. It didn't take long for 

Liz to notice that her spotlight had grown dim and James stood center stage. His choice not to demean 

her made better sense than to compete with her. His employees welcomed his command and hung on 

his every word because he'd finally taken charge.   
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Module Eight: Review Questions 

1) Difficult members mostly have bad influence on: 

a) Quality of ideas 

b) Quantity of ideas 

c) Atmosphere 

d) Solutions 

2) Which of the following statements is true? 

a) Disruptions refer to difficult members only. 

b) Disruptions refer to difficult environment factors only. 

c) Disruptions refer both to difficult members and environment. 

d) Disruptions refer to factors outside the group. 

3) When it comes to disruptions, the most important thing is to identify: 

a) The reasons of disruptions 

b) Members who cause disruptions 

c) The way to replace the member who causes disruptions 

d) The consequences of disruptions 

4) Which of the following is a term used to describe one of the common types of difficult person? 

a) Combative 

b) Intrusive 

c) Destructive 

d) Aggressive 

5) Which of the following types of people are considered to be really difficult? 

a) The ones who give bad ideas 

b) The ones who give just an idea or two 

c) The ones who keep quiet and don’t participate 

d) All of the above are equally difficult 

6) What is the best way of dealing with dominating people? 

a) Solicit other members’ opinion 

b) Remind them of their limits 

c) Reiterate the ground rules 

d) Restate their position in objective terms 
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7) What is promoting direct feedback useful for? 

a) Getting fast solutions 

b) Making meetings shorter 

c) Helping group resolve problems on their own 

d) All of the above 

8) Which of these facilitator’s actions can help the group handle their issues independently? 

a) Ignoring 

b) Contradiction 

c) Offering a solution 

d) Leaving the meeting 

9) Which of the following is an example of promoting direct feedback? 

a) Asking a person to comment the meeting flow 

b) Asking a person to comment the whole group 

c) Asking a person to comment a member’s behavior 

d) All of the above 

10) When does the group set the ground rules? 

a) At the beginning of the session 

b) Before the session 

c) Ground rules should change during the session 

d) It is not important 
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Module Nine: Addressing Group Dysfunction 

All groups have the potential to be dysfunctional: incapable of 

achieving goals. This is because each person is different, and each 

group has their own unique history. A facilitator must know how to 

recognize signs of group dysfunction, and be skilled to address them. 

In this module, we will discuss three ways to address group 

dysfunction: setting ground rules, restatement and reframing issues 

and keeping the discussion on track. 

 

 

 

 

Using Ground Rules to Prevent Dysfunction 

One of the best ways a facilitator can anticipate problems in a group discussion is to 

set ground rules. Ground rules orient participants with what is expected from them. 

Moreover, they set boundaries of acceptable and unacceptable behavior during the 

discussion. For best results, ground rules must be set in a consultative fashion, with 

the rules, and sometimes the consequences of violation of rules, negotiated among 

members of the group and agreed upon by consensus. 

When setting ground rules, it is important to both verify if the rules are understood, and if they are 

acceptable. Make sure too that a documentation of the ground rules is available for everyone, either as 

a hand-out or posted in a flipchart paper for everyone to see. 

Ground rules in a group meeting can relate to: 

• How to make the most of the meeting. For example: practice timely attendance, participate 

fully.   

The key elements in the art of working 

together are how to deal with change, how 

to deal with conflict, and how to reach our 

potential.  

Max DePree 
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• How to make a contribution to the discussion. For example: do the members raise their hands 

and ask the facilitator for permission to speak; use I-messages.  

• How members should treat other members. For example: “don’t interrupt whoever is speaking, 

listen actively to whoever has the floor, accept that everyone has a right to their own opinion, 

no swearing or any aggressive behavior.  

• Issues relating to confidentiality. Example: all matters discussed in the group shall remain 

within the group. This is also the moment for the facilitator to reveal if the minutes of the 

meeting will remain solely for his or her reference, or will it be given to an authority in the 

organization.  

• How violations of ground rules would be addressed. Example: the use of graduated 

interventions from warning to expulsion from the group. 

 

Restating and Reframing Issues 

The way an issue or problem is phrased can influence group members’ attitudes 

towards it. After all, different words have different meanings and connotations.  A 

simple example is the difference between the words “problem” and “challenge” 

in reference to a situation, or “victim” and “survivor” in reference to a person.  

Restatement is similar to paraphrasing; it is changing the wording of an issue, but 

the main idea is the same. For example: simply changing “this suggestion seems 

to have made some members of the group angry”, to “there seems to be a strong concerns about the 

suggestion” can lessen the antagonistic nature of the statement.  

Reframing is similar to restatement, except reframing goes deeper. In reframing, a facilitator changes 

the way a problem is conceptualized in order to facilitate a consensus or support a conflict resolution.  In 

some cases, the problem is reframed in order to support the position of two parties in contention. The 

meaning may or may not change, but the spirit of the statement remains the same. For example, instead 

of saying “we’re here to talk about how to approach salary cuts,” a facilitator can say “we’re here to talk 

about how the company can provide employee security despite limited funds.”  

In group facilitation, simply restating or reframing an issue can lessen the adversarial nature of a 

position, or invite a fresh way of looking at things. When the issue is phrased in neutral or workable 

terms, it becomes conducive to a reasonable discussion. 

How can a facilitator successfully re-state or reframe an issue? The main skill necessary for these 

processes is active listening. An effective facilitator must be sensitive to what each party needs and be 

able to incorporate these interests when phrasing an issue. Having an appreciation of the language of 

the group, and their unique perspective, are also important in this process.  
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Some of the ways of restating and reframing includes: 

• Changing “hot buttons” or value-laden words into neutral ones. 

• Reminding the group of larger goals/ smaller goals the entire group is working on.  

• Changing a problem into workable terms.  

• Approaching an issue from another perspective.  

 

Getting People Back on Track 

A group discussion can go off-topic for many reasons. Sometimes, the purpose 

of the meeting wasn’t really clear. In other times, the discussion naturally led to 

an interesting issue not part of the agenda. And in other times, there are 

individuals who initiate and maintain off-topic discussions.  

Regardless of the reason, the following are ways to get a discussion back on 

track: 

• Review the agenda. A facilitator can create check points in the agenda and constantly refer to it 

as the discussion progresses. For example: “Let’s take a moment to take a process check. Are we 

still following our agreed upon agenda?” 

• Reflect to the group what is happening, and reintroduce the correct topic. Example: “I 

appreciate the participation and enthusiasm. But it seems that we have gone off the agreed 

upon agenda. I believe the topic under discussion is…”  

• Offer to put the off-topic on a “parking lot” for possible later discussion. For example: “You 

raised a good point Mary. Maybe we can look at that later it today, or set a separate meeting for 

it.” 

• Ask the group if they are finding the discussion helpful to the goal. This intervention is 

recommended for unstructured meetings, where a foray into an off-topic is not necessarily a 

negative thing. For example: “I noticed that there has been a long debate in the group about this 

idea. Is this discussion helpful for everyone?” 

• Ignore the off-topic discussion and reintroduce the correct topic. If you feel that acknowledging 

a topic detour will just result in more dysfunction (e.g. it will provoke a long, defensive 

response), then it may be best to just ignore it. Instead, summarize the last thing that was said 

related to the topic, and ask a question that continues from it. For example: “If I may get back to 

what Louis was saying earlier. He said….Does anyone agree with his observation?” 
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Case Study 

Maisy and Grace walked gingerly back to their desks. Samantha questioned their antics. Maisy said that 
sometimes it felt like they walked on eggshells and it didn't help that someone had walked on their toes. 
Samantha took a step back. She had never heard of such a thing. Grace explained that office politics led 
to hurt feelings and shattered egos. Samantha, as the boss, had to do something about that, but didn't 
know what. Maisy suggested retraining and full cooperation. Samantha nodded her head in agreement 
and issued a new set of rules that everyone would comply with or lose their jobs. In two minutes flat, 
Maisy and Grace stood taller and their feet were firmly planted on solid ground and their toes were no 
longer in danger. 
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Module Nine: Review Questions 

1) What is the best way of preventing group dysfunction? 

a) Being a strict facilitator 

b) Send down the difficult members 

c) Making good ground rules 

d) Conditioning group members 

2) Who should set the ground rules? 

a) Facilitator 

b) An expert outside the group 

c) Prominent group members 

d) The whole group 

3) Which of the following is usually not a part of ground rules? 

a) Confidentiality 

b) How members treat each other 

c) What is the group’s goal 

d) How members contribute to the discussion 

4) What is the difference between restating and reframing? 

a) Reframing is deeper than restating 

b) Reframing is more superficial than restating 

c) Reframing is less effective than restating 

d) There is no difference 

5) In reframing, a facilitator changes the way: 

a) The group is conceptualized 

b) The Meeting is conceptualized 

c) The problem is conceptualized 

d) The ideas are conceptualized 

6) What does restatement change? 

a) Words defining the issue 

b) Words defining the solution 

c) Words defining the idea 

d) All of the above 
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7) Restatement is very similar to: 

a) Explanation 

b) Paraphrasing 

c) Summary 

d) Simulation   

8) Which of the following is a secure way of getting people back on track? 

a) Checkpoints in agenda 

b) Defined goal 

c) Digressions  

d) Ignoring digressions 

9) When it comes to off-topics, what is the best thing for a facilitator to do? 

a) Accept it 

b) Cut it off 

c) Ask the group if it’s helpful 

d) Any of these options is great 

10) Which of the following is the least recommendable action for getting people back on track? 

a) Putting off-topic to ‘parking lot’ 

b) Checking the process as much as you can 

c) Ignoring off-topic 

d) Imposing the initial topic all the time 
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Module Ten: About Intervention 

In general, facilitators neither inject themselves in issues nor direct 

the flow of discussion; they merely go where the group wants to 

go.  There are occasions, however, when stronger responses are 

needed to make the group more functional and productive. In this 

module, we will discuss what these stronger responses are, why 

they are necessary, and when is it appropriate to use them. 

 

 

 

 

Why Intervention May Be Necessary 

Facilitators are part of a group for a reason: to help the group achieve their goals 

in the most democratic and cooperative way possible. Ideally, groups should 

have cooperative members with knowledge, skill, and personality to assist this 

process. However, in the real world, groups are much more complicated. 

Indeed, even well-meaning group members can create dysfunctional teams. For 

this reason, intervention may be necessary.  

An intervention is an injection of one’s self in the process in pursuit of a specific goal. Interventions are 

what separate a facilitator from a mere participant--- the participant’s statements are contributions, 

whereas a facilitators’ statements are interventions. 

Technically, anything that a facilitator does, both verbally and non-verbally, in the course of his or her 

role in a group is an “intervention.” However, the term intervention is usually reserved to relatively 

stronger interference in a group’s natural way of doing things. 

The following are some of the reasons why intervention may be necessary: 

It is always possible to argue against an 

interpretation, to confront interpretations, 

to arbitrate between them and to seek for 

an agreement, even if this agreement 

remains beyond our reach. 

Paul Ricoeur 
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• To help the group achieve their goals. If an on-going dynamic in the group is keeping the entire 

team from reaching their objective, then it’s time to intervene. For example: if a coalition exists 

in members, decision-making might get skewed to one side of the issue.  

• To protect group process. If the integrity of the chosen methodology in getting results is being 

compromised, then a facilitator must intervene. 

• To prevent the escalation of an issue. Generally, facilitators should let the group handle things 

on their own. But some hot issues are better nipped in the bud, or they might blow up into a 

larger issue can create serious damage. 

• To sample “skills” to the group. In some occasions, group members lack the skills to deal with a 

group issue, e.g. two conflicting issues. In these cases, intervention may be necessary to expose 

the group on more functional processes. 

 

When to Intervene 

The following are some situations when intervention may be necessary: 

• The group is stuck. This means that the process is not producing 

results, or the process is not progressing to the next level. 

• The group is about to move on to the next agenda without realizing 

that an important aspect of the discussion is unresolved or 

unaddressed. 

• The group continues to follow a negative pattern despite soft interventions. (We will discuss 

levels of interventions in the next section.) 

• Something unethical is going on in the group, like a personal attack or subtle/blatant 

intimidation. 

• Group process is being hampered by a dominant person or clique. 

• Group members are misunderstanding each other. 

• The facilitator perceives tension and suspiciousness in the group. 
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Levels of Intervention 

There is a guiding principle in medicine that goes: don’t prescribe strong 

medicine when a milder one will do. Similarly, interventions in facilitation range 

from non-directive to directive, subtle to explicit, non-intrusive to very intrusive. 

It helps to know what the levels of intervention are in order to decide what 

response to give to different situations in a group. 

The following are the different levels of intervention: 

• No intervention. Unless there is a pressing concern that requires a facilitator’s intervention, the 

first level of response is to do nothing.  By not responding to a concern, a facilitator is effectively 

letting the group take care of the problem, and implement their own solution. Note though that 

even if a facilitator is not directly responding to the problem, he or she may be actively 

gathering information about the group and how they process their own issues. 

• Reflective Technique. The first few levels of intervention are geared towards increasing 

awareness within the group that a problematic situation is in place.  One way to do this is to 

objectively state what you notice is going on. Note that you are not supposed to voice out your 

opinions or evaluations of the group dynamic; merely bring to awareness something that the 

group may not have noticed. The group is left to confirm or refute the facilitator’s observations. 

Either way, the result may be further clarification. 

Example: “I noticed that four of you had been very quiet since we started.”   

• Solicit the Group’s Observations. As much as possible, let the group members identify 

themselves what is happening within the group. One way to do this is to solicit feedback 

through general leads.  Example: “Jane. What can you say about what is happening right now?”  

If general leads are not working, you can use direct leads. Example: “Jane, what can you say 

about the way the discussion about (subject) is going? 

• Interpret observations. This becomes necessary when the group has difficulty seeing the 

implications of what is going on in the process. NOTE: always phrase your interpretations in 

tentative fashion, as if seeking confirmation from the group if your observations are correct or 

incorrect. 

Example: “I’m noticing that the energy is low? Are we focusing on the right issue? Or is there 

something else that we have more energy for?” 

• Suggest solutions. If the group seems to be stuck, suggest a way to deal with the problem. Note: 

suggest only process changes. And always get the approval of the group. Example: “We seem to 

be stuck, would you like to try a different approach?” 
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• Restructure the process or an aspect of it. Change the group process by re-organizing the 

structure of dialogue (dyads, small groups, etc.), using problem solving processes, inserting a 

“process break” or changing the original agenda. 

• Confront. This is directly mentioning the problem, or the difficult individual. Note that 

confrontation is a very strong intervention, and must be used only as a last resort, when all 

other softer interventions have been exhausted.  

Example: “I noticed that you are always encouraging the other members of the group to leave 

the meeting prematurely. And twice now it has disrupted the process. May I know what the 

reason why you’re doing this is?” 

 

Case Study 

Rob and Tom were at each other’s throats. Each thought their idea would save the company loads of 

time and money, but they refused to agree to disagree. Rob's voice boomed through the office. Tom 

towered over Rob. Their heated discussion had no hope of resolving itself. Carl had to intervene before 

heads started to roll. Carl stepped in between them and offered a viable option. Rob and Tom pouted 

and refused to give in. Carl chose a gentler technique to kill all the yelling. Rob and Tom quieted down to 

hear his solution. Carl won them over. Rob and Tom learned that their ideas could work in harmony, but 

agreed that they could not and disbanded to opposite sides of the universe to save themselves a ton of 

trouble. 
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Module Ten: Review Questions 

1) Which of the following statements is true? 

a) Facilitators usually don’t inject themselves in issues 

b) Facilitators usually fully inject themselves in issues 

c) Facilitators rarely need to get involved in issues 

d) Involving facilitators with issues deprives facilitation of its purpose 

2) When is the facilitator’s intervention the most necessary? 

a) When the group gives too many ideas 

b) When the group is too slow 

c) When the group is dysfunctional 

d) When the group is consisted of too different members 

3) Which of the following is very important for a facilitator? 

a) To challenge every member’s skills 

b) To sample ‘skills’ to the group 

c) To isolate members with less useful skills 

d) To demonstrate all of his skills 

4) Which of the following statements is true? 

a) Facilitator should intervene in any difficult situation 

b) Facilitator should intervene only in some difficult situations 

c) Facilitator should intervene if the group cannot handle the situation on its own 

d) Facilitator should actually never intervene, that’s just the last solution 

5) In which of these situations is it recommendable for facilitator to intervene? 

a) There’s a too quiet member 

b) There’s a too dominant person 

c) There’s a person who talks too much 

d) There’s a  person who gave too many bad ideas 

6) What is recommendable for the facilitator to do when he receives tension in the group? 

a) Start all over 

b) Remove certain members 

c) End the meeting 

d) Intervene 
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7) What is the level of reflective technique? 

a) It’s pretty much like not intervening 

b) It’s a low level of intervention 

c) It’s a high level of intervention 

d) It’s a medium level of intervention 

8) When the facilitator intervenes by offering solutions, what exactly does he change? 

a) The group structure 

b) Available options 

c) Process 

d) The phrasing of the problem 

9) What is the most direct way of intervening? 

a) Reflective technique 

b) Suggesting solutions 

c) Interpreting observations 

d) Confronting 

10) What is confronting focused on? 

a) Individuals 

b) Whole group 

c) An issue 

d) Issue or individuals 
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Module Eleven: Intervention Techniques 

In the previous module, we introduced intervention and the 

different levels of intervention. In this module, we will focus on 

particular intervention techniques: use of processes, boomerang 

it back, and ICE it. 

 

 

 

 

Using Your Processes 

As process experts, the best way a facilitator can intervene in an 

unproductive or dysfunctional group is by introducing a process that would 

directly address the problem or issue. 

For example, if a group’s problem is the monopoly of the floor by certain 

members, a facilitator can introduce the round robin discussion to ensure 

that everyone gets their turn to speak.  

If the problem is the lack of information about the issue in contention, the facilitator can make 

presentation part of the agenda.  

If the problem is a lack of understanding between management and staff, the facilitator can break the 

group into pairs of management and staff.  

  

It is common sense to take a method and 

try it. If it fails, admit it frankly and try 

another. But above all, try something. 

Franklin Roosevelt 
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Boomerang it Back 

To “boomerang” an issue back is to present an issue back to the group for them to 

resolve.  The reflective technique (discussed in the previous module) is one of the 

basic ways of mirroring an issue to a group.  

Another way to do this is to rephrase a group’s concern into a question addressed 

to the group. For example, when a group member says “maybe we are just too tired 

to think of a new idea for this project”, a facilitator can simply say “do you think you are too tired?”  

Or if a group member asks a facilitator a question, the facilitator can just bounce the question back. 

Example: if a group member asks “should we continue this project?” the facilitator can simply reply 

“What do you think? Should you?” 

 

ICE It: Identify, Check for Agreement, Evaluate How to Resolve 

Another way to intervene is to use the ICE technique. 

 ICE stands for: 

• Identify 

• Check for Agreement  

• Evaluate How to Resolve. 

When you ICE it, you surface what the problem is, verify with the group its accuracy (or at least their 

agreement), and then start the process of looking for solutions. 

Example: “What do you think is going on in the group right now? So, if I understand correctly, this is 

what is happening? Is this correct? How do we go about addressing this problem?” 

 

Case Study 

Brenda skipped down the hallway, elated about her plan. Tonya noticed her celebration and joined in 
the reverie. Brenda explained that she had found the solution to a long-held problem that had been 
gnawing at her for ages. Tonya's curiosity got the best of her and she asked to tag along. When they 
reached the conference room, Brenda showed her what she had in her bag of tricks. Tonya had never 
seen so many props used at work. Brenda knew she had every tool necessary to level the playing field 
and to give everyone time in the spotlight. Brenda understood that everyone fancied themselves a 
superstar, even her and everyone deserved a chance to speak their minds and reap the rewards of a 
captive audience. 
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Module Eleven: Review Questions 

1) A good facilitator should intervene by introducing a process that would: 

a) Subtly address the problem 

b) Directly address the problem 

c) Neutrally address the problem 

d) Quickly address the problem 

2) What should the facilitator do if a certain person has the monopoly on the floor? 

a) Isolate that person 

b) Ignore that person 

c) Asking random people about their opinion 

d) Introduce round robin discussion 

3) What is recommendable for a facilitator if the problem is the lack of information about the issue 

in contention? 

a) Sending an info e-mail before the session 

b) Let the more informed members introduce other members to the issue 

c) Have a presentation part of the agenda 

d) Introduce the group to the issue along the way 

4) What is recommendable for a facilitator if the problem is a lack of understanding between 

management and staff? 

a) Mix them all to get to know each other better 

b) Make the ‘leaders’ of members of management and staff cooperate 

c) Break group into pairs of management and staff members 

d) Directly explain them their differences 

5) In boomerang technique, facilitator answers the questions by: 

a) Giving a complicated answer 

b) Giving a short, raw answer 

c) Asking the same question 

d) He doesn’t answer, he throws the question to another member 

6) What does the boomerang technique presents back? 

a) The whole process 

b) Issues 

c) Member’s ideas 

d) Member’s attitudes 
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7) Boomerang technique is related to: 

a) Reflective technique 

b) Round robin 

c) Confronting 

d) Suggesting solutions 

8) In ICE technique, C stands for: 

a) Check the issue 

b) Check for agreement 

c) Check point 

d) Check the skills 

9) What is ICE technique useful for? 

a) Solving the problem 

b) Removing useless solutions 

c) Surfacing what the problem is 

d) Speeding up the process 

10) What is the key for the success of ICE technique? 

a) Checking accuracy with the group 

b) Working fast 

a) Brainstorming 

d) Gaining insight who is the difficult member 
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Module Twelve: Wrapping Up 

Although this workshop is coming to a close, we hope that your 

journey to improve your facilitation skills is just beginning. Please 

take a moment to review and update your action plan. This will be a 

key tool to guide your progress in the days, weeks, months, and 

years to come. We wish you the best of luck on the rest of your 

travels!  

 

 

Words from the Wise 

• Yogi Berra: In theory there is no difference between theory and practice. In practice there is.  

• Dwight Eisenhower: Plans are nothing; planning is everything. 

• Jonas Salk: The reward for work well done is the opportunity to do more. 

This feeling, finally, that we may change 

things - this is at the center of everything 

we are. Lose that... lose everything. 

Sir David Hare 


